
Answer the following Questions by selecting the correct options:

1. Iam going honme

A. on

B. at

C. in

D. no preposition

2. If Raman had more time, he

A. travelled

B. would travel

C. would have travelled

D. would have been travelling

3. Please help me

A. setting
B. set
C. for setting
D. none of the above
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A. could

B. should

C. may

D. would

A. is

B. are

Section-I

C. be

5. The most important of all my goals

option)

five days. (choose the correct option)

D. have been

more. (choose the correct option)

the camp. (choose the correct option)

you mind lending me your pen for a while? (choose the correct option)

to learn English.(choose the correct
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6. Which of the following options has the similar meaning to the word forbid'?
A. forbear

B. foretell

C. prohibit

D. propose

7. Which of the following options has the opposite meaning of the word 'extravagant?

A. spendthrift

B. lavish

C. simple

D. thrifty

8. A period of ten years is called a:

A. century

B. decade

C. millennium

D. none of the above

9. A person who studies human societies and cultures is called:

A. a philologist

B. a pathologist

C. a humanist

D. an anthropologist
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10. The child resenmbles his grandfather. (Choose the correct nhrasal verb from the opuos
given below to replace the underlined word)

A. looks after

D. takes after

C. falls after

D. looks for

11.I never liked sea food, but changed my opinion after trying lobster. (Choose the correct
phrasal verb from the options given below to replace the underlined word)

A. came around

B. came up

C. came down

D. camne out

12.To ´see eye to eye' means:

A. to look tenderly at someone.

B. to agree with someone

C. to argue with someone

D.to have an eye contact with someone

13. To call it a day' means:

A.to stop working on something

B. to work better

C. to start over

D. to be late for something
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14. I asked her what her problemn was, but she

(Choose the correct option.)

A. Stayed

B. put

C. kept

D. felt

15. She is a

(Choose the correct option.)

A. famous

B. primary

C. best

D. winner

athlete.

quiet.

Read the following passages and answer the questions based on them by choosing the
correct options.

.Evolution has designated vultures to be the ultimate scavengers. Enormous wingspans allowthem to circle in the air for hours. Their beaks, while rather horrifying, are weak by birdstandards. made to scoop and eat flesh. However unappealing they may seem; vultures serve animportant role in the ecological cycle: processing the dead bodies ofanimals.
Only 20 years ago, India had plenty of vultures-flocks so enormous that they darkened theskies. But by 1999, their numbers bad dropped due to a mysterious kidney ailment. By 2008,99.9 per cent of India's vultures were gone. It was finally discovered that they had been killedby a drug called diclofenac (a pain relieveralong the lines of aspirinor ibuprofen). Indians revere
their cows, and when a cow showed signs of pain, they treated it with diclofenac. After theanimal died, the vultures would eat the corpse. And though they boast of, perhaps, the world'smost efficient digestive system, the vultures cannot digest the drug. India banned the use ofdiclofenac for veterinary use in 2006, but it's still widely used. The near-extinction of vultures
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6.Which of the following options has the similar meaning to the word 'forbid',
A. forbear

B. foretell

C. prohibit

D. propose

7. Which of the following options has the opposite meaning of the word 'extravagant')

A. spendthrift

B. lavish

C. simple

D. thrifty

8. A period of ten years is called a:

A. century

B. decade

C. millennium

D. none of the above

9. A person who studies human societies and cultures is called:
A. a philologist

B. a pathologist

C. a humanist

D. an anthropologist
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10. The child resembles his grandfather. (Choose the correct phrasal verb from the onfions

given below to replace the underlined word)

A. looks after

D. takes after

C. falls after

D. looks for

11.Inever liked sea food, but changed my opinionafter trying lobster. (Choose the correct
phrasal verb from the options given below to replace the underlined word)

A. came around

B. came up

C. came down

D. came out

12.To 'see eye to eye° means:

A. to look tenderly at someone.

B. to agree with someone

C. to argue with someone

D.to have an eye contact with someone

13. To 'call it a day' means:

A. to stop working on something

B. to work better

C. to start over

D. to be late for something
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14. Iasked her what her problem was, but she

(Choose the correct option.)

A. Stayed

B. put

C. kept

D. felt

15. She is a

(Choose the correct option.)

A. famous

B. primary

C. best

D. winner

athlete.

quiet.

Read the following passages and answer the questions based on them by choosing the

correct options.

Evolution has designated vultures to be the ultimate scavengers. Enormous wingspans allow
them to circle in the air for hours. Their beaks, while rather horrifying, are weak by bird
standards, made to scoop and eat flesh. However unappealing they may seem; vultures serve an
important role in the ecological cycle: processing the dead bodies of animals.
Only 20 years ago, India had plenty of vultures-flockS so enormous that they darkened the
skies. But by 1999, their numbers had dropped due to a mysterious kidney ailment. By 2008,
99.9 per cent of India's vultures were gone. It was finally discovered that they had been killed
by a drug called diclofenac (a pain reliever along the lines of aspirin or ibuprofen), Indians revere
their cows, and when a cow showed signs of pain, they treated it with diclofenac. After theanimal died, the vultures would eat the corpse. And though they boast of, perhaps. the world'smost efficient digestive system, the vultures cannot digest the drug. India banned the use ofdiclofenac for veterinary use in 2006, but it's still widely used. The near-extinction of vultures
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has caused disease in the country, as rats and dogs moved in to take their placespreading

pathogens that would have otherwise been destroyed by the vultures. Vultures need large ranges

to scan for food and undisturbed areas in which to nest. They also need an abundance of prey

species since they rely more on chance than their own hunting skills to eat. All of these things

have been reduced by human activity. Meanwhile, there is a dramatic increase in secondary

poisoning. Vultures feed on carcasses laced with poison, intended to kill jackals or other

predatory carnivores or they are poisoned by the lead in animals left behind by hunters.

16.Vultures serve an important role in the ecological cycle as:

A. they eat less

B. they process the dead bodies of animals

C. they help maintain food webs

D. they clear grounds with their wings

17. The reason behind vultures dying is:

A. they feed on carcasses laced with poison, intended to kill jackals or other predatory
carnivores,

B. they process the dead bodies of animals

C. they don't have enough open space to fly

D. they clear grounds with their wings

18. Why are the vultures' beaks considered weak?

A. they are of no use

B. they are meant to scoop and eat flesh only

C. they are used to kill their prey

D. none of them

1
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19. What is the most alarming fact gjven in the passage about the vultures.

A. they cannot digest diclofenac

B. they eat corpse

C. they are enormous

D. they have weak beaks

20. Which of the following things, necessary for vultures, reduced by human activities?

A. large areas to scan for food

B. undisturbed place for building nests

C. large number of preys

D. all of them

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:

Reco families in the Carpathian Mountains were at loggerheads, over a disputed forest land.
Ulrich von Gradwitz, the local nobleman was the head of the Gradwitz family whereas George
Znaeym represented the Znaeym clan. The bone of contention between the two families was the

wOodland. Each family held the view that the other claimed the woodland illegally. Though it
began as a legal battle, it continued for generations as a hate-filled conflict between the tworenresentatives of the families in the dispute. One night, both Ulrich and George, accompanied
by their retainers and huntsmen, came out onto the land. Though each came to defend his claimOver the land, the ulterior motive was to destroy his enemy by shooting him down, Each had a
rifle in his hand, hate in his heart and murder in his mind. Leaving his retainers Ulicksunevnectedly came all of a sudden tace-to-tace with George. Each one of them had a rifle in bis
hand and intended to use it because no eriopers would interfere. Before either of them could

tore from the ground the giant beech tree underspeak, a sharp blast of wind
which they stood,

pinning them underneath. The impact oftf the shock left them speechless. However, both of themBut instead of continuing their conflict withwere glad that they were still alive.

gunshots, theyA little later, Ulrich freedhad to continue their conflict in words. an arm and reached into his

8
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pocket for the wine flask that he had carried, greatly relishing the drink. As he looked across at

his enemy, some change came over him. He offered George a drink from the flask, which the

other was barely able to reach. Under the combined effects of the situation, the shock, and the

wine, Ulrich saw the similarity between him and his fellow sufferer, and this brought a change

of heart in him.

21. Name the two clans who were in conflict with each other. the feud between the two

families?

A. George von Gradwitz and Ulrich von Gradwitz

B. George von Gradwitz and Georg Znaeym

C. George Znaeym and Ulrich von Gradwitz

D. Gradwitz and Znaeym

22. What does loggerheads mean in this passage?

A. a reddish-brown turtle with a very large head, found chiefly in warm seas.

B. a state of quarrelsome disagreement

C. a widespread North American bird

D.a human head that looks like a piece of log

23. What was the reason of dispute between both the families?

A. each family held the view that the other had more wood in their land

B. each family held the view that the other claimed the woodland illegally

C. both the families wanted to ruse the woodland

D. none of the above
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24. The meaning of 'ulterior motive' in the passage is -

A. irrelevant motive

B.hidden motive.

C. baseless motive

D. all of the above

25. Which incident was instrumental in bringing about a change of heart in Ulrich and
George?

A. the falling of the giant beech tree

B. the realization that they were alive

C. the shock and the wine

D. all of the above

A. 9aI
B. 99g
C. 19|

D. Ôala

A. @Q+ 20
B. Q+ 20

C. QN + 20

D. @Q+ QI0

A. RalIOR
B. 9À IG
C. 06 IO

D. UQIR GIOG

Section-II
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A. 9A6mIa1 ai
B. Q061 GiUIAE

D. Q0G GUIR

A. GI6G

B. 9

C. A9IQ

D. @096

A. A0

B. U6
C.@SOG

D. 2as

A. QISqa

B. A6GI1

C. GGRI1

D. E1

A. 0G aGIO

C. @G69alanGi0

D. Q4@s0R 9GA

A. âg

II6A AIñe ?

B. lja
C. QSa1

D. QIQIIQ
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35, "I6II" 196 6GQ gRIa iQ?
A. 0091 1Q

B. 0@G SQ

C. 6@6G IG
D.66@G SQ

A. 6aI4YO

B. lGI
C. lg

D. IQ4I°I

A. @006ING GIGY

B. g4 qG IGY

D. aRI qoG QIGY

38. q 4Qg ôga -

A. q&IQ@

B. qG44
C. 9Q14Q

D. qai30

B. URYA O0

C. Gel giaia

D. 26A1G4 g66ll

A. qg

B. A2

C. aIGa

D. gaoái
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A. U@QIg

B. A60A

C. g6GY8

D. Ugs.

A. Ag6GYEA

B.qIA
C. 6l

a

D. @4 IR

B. 6GII

C. ULN

D. 6AIa

A. lAI
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A. lRA

D. aI@aIG IA

A. GIQ6RR

B. 92I6ANRILIA

C. AQI6AaIIAG ag
D. USAG

A. QGSAQ0

B. aqaieG
C. aRGrRIN1

D. 1SU

B. QG2I

D. gaR QIGIGOI
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49. 1216fIIGIZIR, SIQ60RA AAG6Q Q'6 626?
A. @8I

B. @GINg

C. gâGIA2

D. 99

50. 12I6AaGIRIRG a60 4 GaQIGI 62IQ26M?

A. SIQ66N

B. aRr6aRI
C. GIIO6GRG GI
D. S166aRG gg

51. Kuchipudi is a dance form of which state.

A. Andhra Pradesh

B. Tamilnadu

C. Karnataka

D. Kerala

52. Which bird cannot fly.

A. Parrot

B. Ostrich

C. Sparrow

D. Hen

53. Which place is known as Tea Garden of India.

A. Manipur

B. Nagaland

C. Sikkim

D. Assam

54. What does UPS stand for.

A. Unusual Power Supply

Section-III

B. Usual Power Supply

C. Uninterrupted Power Supply

D.Unhindered Power Supply
15
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55. Teacher's day is.

A. November 14

B. September 5

C.October 2

D. August 15

56. Name the first female Indian Astronaut.

A. P.T.Usha

B. Kalpana Chawla

C. Bichendri Pal

D. Sarojini Naidu

57. HoW many states India have.

A. 29

B. 28

C. 27

D. 26

58. Who was the inventor ofLight Bulb

A. Albert Einstein

B. Thomas Alva Edison

C. Wright Brothers

D. Graham Bell

59. Name the lightest gas.

A. Oxygen

B. Hydrogen

C. Nitrogen

D. Butane

60. Where is AiantaCaves Situated

A. Karnataka

B. Maharastra

C. Madhya Pradesh
D.Odisha 1
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61. Who is the Father of our Nation.

A. Jawaharlal Nehru

B. Dr. Rajendra Prasad

C. Mahatma Gandhi

D. B.R.Ambedkar

62. Who invented Computer.

A. Albert Einstein

B.Charles Babbage

C. Steve Jobs

D. Mark Zuckerberg

63. What city Statue of Liberty is in.

A. New Delhi

B. New york

C. Sydney

D. San Francisco

64. Which is the longest river on Earth.

A. Amazon

B. Ganga

C. Nile

D. Missisipi

65. Smaliest state of India is.

A. Mizoram

B. Tripura

C. Nagaland

D. Goa

00. Which plant grows in Deserts.

A. Cactus

B. Mango

C.Apple

D.Banana
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67. A figure with 8 side is called.

A. Pentagon

B. Octagon

C. Hexagon

D. Quadragon

68. Agra is situated on the bank of river
A. Ganga

B. Yamuna

C. Saraswati

D. Brahmaputra

69. National Animal of India

A. Elephant

B. Lion

C. Tiger

D. Deer

70. Shape of Egg is

A. Round

B. Oval

C. Square

D. Rectangle

71. Cataract is a disease of

a) Eye

b) Ear

c) Nose

d) Throat

72. Who wrote our National anthem.

A. Mahatma Gandhi

B. Rabindranath Tagore

C. Sarojini Niadu

D.
S.Radhakrishnan
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73. Capital of Uttarakhand is

A. Haridwar

B. Rishikesh

C. Dehradun

D. Chandigarh

74. We get Solar energy from

A. Earth

B. Sun

C. Moon

D. Mars

75. Where does dog Live

A. Stable

B. House

C. Kennel

D. Nest n

76. Who wrote Romeo and Juliet.

A. Charles Dickens

B. George Bernard Shaw

C. Margaret Thatcher

D. William Shakespeare

77. Who was George Washington ?

A. President of India

B. President OfAmerica

C. President of England

D. President of Australia

78, Olympic games are held in every

A.4
B,5

C.6

D. 10
19
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79. Who is founder of Microsoft.

A. Steve Jobs

B. Bill Gates

C. Milinda Gates

D. Donald Trump

80. Who was popularly known as Netaji.
A.Sardar Ballavbhai Patel

B. Lala Lajpat Rai

C. Binoba Bhave

D. Subash Chandra Bose

81. If perimeter of a square is 16 what will be the square of its sides.

A. 4

B.8

C. 12

D. 16

82.What will be the square root of 121.

A. 10

B. 12

C. 11

D. 21

83. If two sides of a rightt triangle is 3 and 4 what is its Hypotaneous.

A. 3

B. 4

C.5

84. Result of addition and multiplication of a number is same.
What is the number.

D. 6

A, 1

B.2

C. 3

D. 4
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85. What will be the probability of getting an even number in throw of a dice.

A. 1

B. 2

C.3

D. 4

86. IfABCD is 1234, what is EFGH

A. 6789

B. 3456

C. 5678

D. 4567

87. What is the next no of the series 1,2,4

A. 6

B. 10

C. 8

D. 5

E Rama is 12 years old and 5 years younger to Shyam. What will be their age after 2 years.

A. 14,15

B. 13,17

C. 14,19

D. 16,17

89, IfX= 3Y-2, what is the value of Y when X=1

C.3

D. 1

A. 0

B. 4

Arrangethe words given below in a meaningful sequence.

) Nation 2) Village 3) State 4) District

A. 2,3,4,1

B. 2,4,3,1

C. 1.2,3,4

D.4.3,2,1

R
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91. Who is the founder of Sikh Religion

A. Guru Gobind

B.Guru Nanak

C. Guru Khalsa

D. Guru Sardar

92. Who is called the Indian Nepoleon

A. Chandragupta

B.Chanakya

C. Akbar

D. Samudragupta

93. Full form of HTTP.

A. Hyper Text Transfer Protocol

B. High Transit Text Protocol

C. Hyper Text Transaction Protocol

D. Hydro Tower Text Protocol

94. What is the seript of Hindi Language

A. Sanskrit

B. Devnagari

C. Bhojpuri

D. Magadhi

95. Which planet is known as Red planet.

A. Pluto

B. Mars

C. Earth

D. Uranus

9%. Narendra Modi was Chief minister of which state ?

A. Gujarat

B. Rajasthan

C. Uttarakhand

D. Punjab
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97. What does CPUstandfor.

A. Central Propulsion Unit

B. Central Periphery Unit

100.

C. Central Processing Unit

D. Central propagating Unit

98. Which is the largest bone of Hüman Body

A. Femur

B. Tibia

C. Humerus

D. Scapula

99. Name the biggest planet in Soiar System

A. Satun

B. Jupiter

C. Earth

D. Mercury

Who gave the slogan do or die.

A. Subash Bose

B. Sardar Patel

C. Lajpat Rai

D. Mahatma Gandhi
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